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Abstract—In block transmission systems, transmitter-induced
redundancy using finite-impulse response (FIR) filterbanks can
be used to suppress intersymbol interference and equalize FIR
channels irrespective of channel zeros. At the receiver end, linear
or decision-feedback (DF) FIR filterbanks can be applied to
recover the transmitted data. Closed-form expressions are derived
for the FIR linear or DF filterbank receivers corresponding to
varying amounts of transmission redundancy. Our framework
encompasses existing block transmission schemes and offers
low implementation-cost equalization techniques both when
interblock interference is eliminated, and when IBI is present as,
e.g., in orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing with insufficient cyclic prefix. By applying blind channel estimation methods,
our filterbank transmitters–receivers (transceivers) dispense with
bandwidth consuming training sequences. Extensive simulations
illustrate the merits of our designs.
Index Terms—Estimation, decision-feedback equalizer, FIR digital filters.

I. INTRODUCTION
RANSMISSION precoding is proposed in this paper along
with decision-feedback equalization (DFE) in order to suppress
intersymbol interference (ISI) in block transmission systems.
Equalization targets such “structured” ISI-induced errors that
are caused by multipath-induced frequency-selective channels.
If the (presumed linear and time-invariant) channel is known,
then its structured, deterministic effect on the transmitted signal
can be removed (or significantly reduced) by properly designed
equalizers at the receiver end. On the other hand, channel
coding techniques (e.g., convolutional codes) are effective for
“unstructured” (noise-like) symbol errors. As a result, even
when the channel cannot be completely equalized, or when the
noise cannot be suppressed (as with zero-forcing equalization
of a channel with nulls close to the unit circle), channel coding
lowers (but does not remove) the error floor in the bit-error rate
(BER) performance at the expense of introducing redundancy.
To combat fading effects in frequency-selective channels, the
transmitter does not have only channel coding at its disposal.
Redundant block transmission systems such as orthogonal
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frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) rely on inverse fast
Fourier transform precoding to cope with ISI. Among the
ways to model block transmission of data is the unifying
framework of [10] that enables most of the currently used block
transmission systems to be realized using pairs of filterbank
transmitters and receivers (transceivers). By introducing very
modest redundancy relative to channel coding, transmitter
precoding also enables blind channel estimation and block
synchronization [11]. The redundancy is in the form of cyclic
prefix or zero padding (which acts as “guard interval”) and
offers degrees of freedom that can be exploited when designing
transceivers under BER and information rate (throughput)
constraints.
However, BER performance of the equalization process
depends critically upon the receiver structure. Serial decision-feedback (DF) receivers have been shown to exhibit
superior BER performance (when compared to linear receivers)
and have the potential to achieve (under certain conditions)
the performance of the maximum-likelihood receiver (see,
e.g., [1] and [18] for details). Moreover, with adaptive DFE
techniques, the DFE receiver structure lends itself naturally
to decision-directed channel estimation [8, pp. 649–650],
[9]. Blind DFE channel estimation methods have been also
proposed (see [16] and references therein).
As their name suggests, serial DF receivers apply the same
filters to every received symbol. Though serial DF receivers can
be used in block transmission systems, they do not fully exploit the structure of the received blocks. On the other hand,
block DF receivers apply different filters to symbols of the received block and can result in improved BER performance. Unlike serial zero-forcing (ZF) DF receivers, which entail infinite-impulse response (IIR) feedforward and feedback structures, we show in this work that block ZF-DF receivers are given
by closed-form expressions, which can be implemented exactly
using finite-impulse response (FIR) filterbanks. Consequently,
block DF receivers outperform serial DF receivers as we illustrate in the simulations section.
Block transmission systems with proper selection of
transmit-redundancy to obviate interblock interference (IBI),
and ZF or minimum-mean-square-error (MMSE) block DF
receivers have appeared in [6]. Acknowledging that proper
selection of the transmitter precoder can result in improved
performance [10], [14], in this work, we extend the results
of [6] and develop closed-form FIR DF filterbanks by taking
into account the transmitter precoder, the (perhaps unknown)
channel response, the autocorrelation of the finite-alphabet
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Fig. 1. Transmit filterbank.

data, and the additive noise. Moreover, we derive closed-form
FIR block DF receivers that exist even when IBI is present,
which occurs with, e.g., OFDM transmissions with cyclic prefix
shorter than the channel response (see, e.g., [15]). Unlike [4],
where transceivers are expressed in the -domain and receiver
filters are IIR, our block FIR DF receivers can be realized
exactly and outperform the hybrid block/serial DF receiver
structures of [15] proposed recently for OFDM transmissions.
Note that in our DF framework, the decision device produces
only one symbol estimate at a time. This in contrast to the block
DF framework of [18], where the decision device can be tuned to
collect a block of received symbols, produces symbol estimates
for the corresponding transmitted symbols, and asymptotically
achieves the performance of the maximum-likelihood receiver.
In this paper, we do not make any claims with respect to the
asymptotic performance of our block DF receivers, but we show
that our closed-form block DF receivers guarantee exact FIR
equalization irrespective of the channel, and result in significant
BER improvements, while requiring low implementation cost.
Although the main focus of our paper is to derive closed-form
block DF receivers, we also exploit the inherent redundancy of
block transmission systems to equip block DF receivers with
blind channel estimation capabilities. Different from [4] and
[6] where the channel is assumed to be known at the receiver,
we illustrate herein that transmitter redundancy can be used for
channel impulse response (CIR) acquisition. Hence, the transmitted redundancy does not only improve BER performance (as
we show later on) but also can dispense with bandwidth consuming training sequences.
In Section II, we describe our transceiver model and lay
out the framework on which the rest of the paper is built
upon. In Section III, we derive closed-form solutions for ZF
and MMSE linear and nonlinear FIR receivers when IBI is
eliminated through the use of transmitter-induced redundancy;
in Section IV, we address the case where minimum redundancy
causes IBI to be present. In Section V, we describe how
transmit-redundancy can be used for blind channel estimation,
and in Section VI, we study the performance of our transceivers

via extensive simulations. We summarize and give pointers to
future research in Section VII.
Notation: Column vectors are denoted by boldface lowercase letters; matrices are denoted by boldface capital letters.
matrix , its dimensions are denoted by
For an
. The superscripts ,
stand for the transpose and
complex conjugate transpose, respectively. The pseudoinverse
is denoted by , ( ) denotes the identity (all-zeros) matrix,
denotes an
diagonal matrix
,
denotes Kronecker
with diagonal entries
denotes the ceiling-integer, and
denotes the
product,
floor-integer. In our model, signals are sampled either at the
symbol rate or at the chip rate; the distinction is made using
,
denotes
different indices. For example, for the signal
the th sample taken at the symbol rate, whereas for the signal
,
denotes the th sample taken at the chip rate. For
denotes the th
blocks of samples we use the index , e.g.,
block of samples.
II. MODEL DESCRIPTION
In this section we describe the discrete-time block transmission equivalent model of a baseband communication system.
is modeled as FIR linear time invariant (LTI)
The channel
,
. Fig. 1 depicts the transmitter,
of order :
which is an all-digital filterbank consisting of advance elements,
of
downsamplers, upsamplers, and FIR filters
. The advance elements and downsamplers parse the
order
into -long blocks, with
. The th
input symbols
,
symbol of the th block is denoted by
, and is generated at the output of the th
zeros at the th updownsampler. With the insertion of
sampler, the corresponding upsampler’s output is
mod
mod
where is the chip index. The output of the th transmit filter
is
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and the transmitted sequence is1
(1)
consists of the noise-free data
The received
additive zero-mean stationary noise

plus

(2)
Although (1) and (2) result in a rather cumbersome
input/output relationship, they can be expressed compactly in a
matrix form. Let
be the
vector denoting the th block of input data.
Then, by denoting the corresponding transmitted -long block
as
, the
vector form of (1) is
(3)
where the elements of the

matrix

are
(4)

Denote by

block length:

where the
as

,

, and

the

vectors

,
, and
, respectively. Selecting the transmitted
, the vector form of (2) is

Toeplitz channel matrices

,
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same amount restoring the original data rate. Transmit-redundancy offers degrees of freedom that one can exploit to improve
system performance. Specifically, it will turn out in Section III
that IBI can be removed by proper selection of the block size ;
in Section V, transmit-redundancy will be used for blind channel
estimation and thus blind DFE development.
We conclude this section with a summary of symbols used
throughout the paper.
: source data block size; : transmitted and received
•
block size; : FIR channel order.
: input data block;
: transmitted data block;
:
•
: received data block.
noise-free received data block;
• is used for precoder matrices, is used for the channel
matrices.
denotes the linear equalizer matrix; ( , ) denotes the
•
(feedforward, feedback) filters of the DFE receiver (these
symbols are defined in Sections III and IV).
III. FILTERBANK RECEIVERS WITH NO IBI
One of the basic motivations for using block transmissions is
that ISI can be eliminated completely using block FIR receivers.
The latter can be accomplished in two steps: first by eliminating
IBI, and second by eliminating ISI within the symbols of a transmitted block.
models IBI from
From (5) we observe that the matrix
the next to the current block. The first elements of the th
are affected by the last elements of the
received block
th transmitted block
; as a result, only the
top right submatrix of
is nonzero. Therefore, to eliminate
submatrix of to
IBI it suffices to force the bottom
zeros, which suggests a precoder matrix

(5)

(7)

are defined

As (7) suggests, the number of symbols contained in a trans. Then, if we want to transmit
mitted block of length is
input symbols, we need
, which leads to selecting
as the minimum block length which eliminates IBI.
, the received data model in (5) simplifies to
With

(6)
models the ISI within the symAs (5) indicates, the matrix
models IBI from one
bols of a block, whereas the matrix
block to the one which follows it.
A number of single and multiuser modulation schemes can be
modeled using the framework of (3) and (5) [10]. For example,
as
OFDM is obtained by setting the entries of
, TDMA (time-division multiplexing) cor, and downlink CDMA
responds to
(code-division multiplexing) is obtained when one selects as
columns of the precoder matrix the user codes. Our block transmission DFE framework is thus applicable to perhaps asynchronous (when IBI is present) multiuser downlink transmissions (see also [5], and [17, pp. 382–384] for DFE-CDMA transceivers in the absence of possibly unknown frequency-selective
multipath).
The redundancy per transmitted block is measured by the
, while at the receiver the rate is reduced by the
ratio
1We assume continuous-time Nyquist transmit/receive filters and include
their effect in the discrete-time equivalent channel h(l).

(8)
We also remark at this point that (7) amounts to padding
zeros (or “guard chips”) at the end of each transmitted block.
As it will be explained in Section V, these trailing zeros can
also be used for blind channel estimation. For the time being,
we proceed to describe how to design the linear and nonlinear
DFE filterbanks, under the assumption that CIR is available at
the receiver.
A. Linear and Nonlinear ZF Receivers
It was proved in [10] that for a given full-rank precoding ma(which is Toeplitz and full-rank
trix and a channel matrix
so
by construction), there exists a ZF equalizing filterbank
. The minimum norm ZF filterbank is unique
that
[10]. The equalized blocks are
and it is given by
given by
(9)
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transmitted data:
. In view of (11a)
and (11b), the latter translates the ZF requirement to
(12)
2) Noise-whitening: Because past decisions are assumed
correct, the noise at the input of the decision device is
, and in order to whiten it we select
such that

Fig. 2. Linear filterbank transceivers.

where
. The
structure of the linear filterbank receiver is illustrated in Fig. 2.
each of length , with
It consists of FIR filters
coefficients given by the entries of

(10)
At high signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs), the linear ZF equalizer
is expected to equalize the channel perfectly. However, BER
performance can be improved (especially at low SNR) in two
ways. First, by exploiting the finite alphabet of the input and
taking into account decisions about the symbols in the same
block. Second, by whitening the noise at the input of the decision device. It follows from (9), that the covariance matrix of
is:
,
; hence, in general the noise at
where
the input of the decision device is not white. Noise whitening
can be accomplished by properly selecting and when CIR
is also available at the transmitter [10]. When CIR is unavailable at the transmitter, both noise whitening and exploitation of
finite alphabet/past decisions can be realized through our block
ZF-DFE that we develop next.
Fig. 3 depicts the structure of the DF receiver. The decisionfeedback equalizer consists of the feedforward filterbank reprematrix , the decision making device and
sented by the
matrix .
the feedback filterbank represented by the
The feedforward filter is responsible for eliminating ISI from
“future” symbols within the current block, whereas the feedback filter is responsible for eliminating ISI from “past” symbols. Now we look at how we can derive the settings for the
ZF-DFE by taking into account the known structure of the pre.
coder and the channel
vectors:
Let us define the
, and
Based on (8) and (9) and by inspecting Fig. 3, we
obtain
(11a)
(11b)
(11c)
is the quantizer used by the decision device.
where
We design our ZF-DF receiver so that it satisfies the following
three requirements.
1) Zero-forcing: By zero-forcing we mean that in the absence of noise and under the assumption of correct past
decisions, the decision statistic should be equal to the

(13)
is an
diagonal matrix.
where
3) Successive-cancellation: By successive cancellation we
th
mean that for every block indexed by , the
symbol is recovered first; then the estimate
is weighted by the last column of and is removed from
so that the remaining symbols can be recovered. The
nd symbol is recovered next, and the estimate
is removed from
. This procedure is
carried out until all the symbols of the current block have
been estimated. Successive cancellation is made possible
to be strictly upper
by selecting the feedback matrix
triangular.
), solving (12) for
In the case of white noise (
, and substituting the result to (13) we find:
. As should be strictly
should be upper triupper triangular, the matrix
angular with unit diagonal. Consider now the Cholesky factorization of the strictly positive definite matrix
, where is upper triangular with unit diagonal. We
, and hence
select
(14)
, which
Then it can be readily verified that
whitens the noise at the input of the decision device. In the case
of colored noise, the feedforward filter needs to whiten the noise
.
at the receiver by taking into account the autocorrelation
is full rank, (14) becomes
Under the assumption that
(15)
where is upper triangular with unit diagonal, and is given by
the Cholesky factorization of the strictly positive definite matrix
.
is guaranteed to be
In white noise, the matrix
is lower triangular Toeplitz (and
positive definite because
is selected to be full rank by
thus always full rank), and
our design in (7). Although the feedforward and feedback matrices in (14) are reminiscent of the “whitened matched filter”
DFE pair (see, e.g., [17, p. 59]), existing serial and block DFE
is only positive semi-definite.
matrices guarantee that
Unlike zero padding, transmissions with cyclic prefix render
circulant and thus rank deficient (or ill-posed),
when the underlying FIR channel transfer function has zeros on
the unit circle (or close to it). Our design in (7) assures positive-definiteness and is precisely why it satisfies perfectly the
ZF property regardless of the channel nulls with the block FIR
DFE settings of (15).
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Block transmitter, channel, and DFE receiver.

Finally, we remark that the feedforward (feedback) filterbank
(
) of
consists of ( ) FIR filters
( ). The coefficients of the filters are given by the
length
and , respectively, as
entries of

First, we assume that is fixed and we obtain the matrix
which minimizes
. Using the orthogonality principle,
should be orthogonal to
, which yields
we find that
(19)
,
By defining
and using the fact that the additive noise is independent of the
transmitted data, we obtain

(16)
Though at high SNR (ideally infinite) the ZF receiver is expected to equalize perfectly the channel, at low SNR a Wiener
equalizer can lead to improved BER performance, because it
takes into account the noise component present in the received
data. This motivates looking into block MMSE filterbank receivers.

(20)
From (19) and (20) we relate the feedforward and feedback
filterbanks via

B. Linear and Nonlinear MMSE Receivers
Our block Wiener equalizer minimizes the mean square error
. In the ensuing discussion we design a
(MSE)
block linear and a nonlinear (DFE) receiver so that the MSE is
, the precoder
minimized. We assume that the channel matrix
, and the correlation matrices
,
are known.
1) Linear MMSE Receiver: The MSE can be written
as:
as a function of the receive matrix
. By setting the gradient
and solving for , we obtain the value
which minimizes the MSE [10]

(21)
with the help of (17), can be written as
, which implies that the feedforward
that
filter is the linear MMSE receiver followed by
takes into account the block feedback filter . Moreover, as we
will see next the feedforward filter can be chosen to whiten the
noise at the input of the decision device.
as
From (18) and (21) we can write

Interestingly enough,

(22)
and using (20), we have

By defining
(17)
2) MMSE-DFE: A performance measure of a DFE receiver
at the input of the decision device,
is the error
. By defining
, we have in vector form
. Using
(11) and the standard assumption of correct past decisions, we
infer that

(23)
Invoking the matrix inversion lemma,2 we obtain
; thus, the covariance of
given by

in (22) is

(18)
The block MMSE-DFE receiver should minimize the mean
. Our problem is to find the feedforward
square error
and the feedback matrix given the precoder
filter matrix
, input symbol correlation
and
matrix , channel matrix
. As before,
should be
the noise correlation
upper triangular, so that successive cancellation can be carried
out.

(24)
, the minimization of MSE amounts
As
, under the constraint that
to minimizing
is upper triangular with unit diagonal. Consider the Cholesky
2For
CB

A; B; C; D
D)

=

A

matrices of compatible dimensions it holds that: (A
+A

C (B

0

DA

C)

DA

0
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factorization of
, namely
, where
is upper triangular with unit diagonal. By
, we obtain:
. As
is
setting
diagonal, the noise at the input of the decision device is white,
which renders symbol-by-symbol detection optimal. We have
thus established the following:
is upper triLemma: Under the constraint that
is minimized by setangular with unit diagonal, the
, where
is a unit-diagonal, upper triting
angular matrix given by the Cholesky decomposition of
. Plugging such a into (21) yields the MMSE-DFE
.
feedforward filterbank
Concluding this section, we see that eliminating IBI greatly
simplifies the receiver structure, because in (8) the received
blocks contain only ISI-impaired symbols from only the corresponding transmitted block. As a result, the receiver has to cope
and the additive noise. A judiciously
only with the factor
designed precoder guarantees the existence of closed-form
block receivers irrespective of the channel nulls. Consequently,
our block DF receivers can be realized exactly, unlike serial
ZF-DF receivers, which entail IIR feedforward and feedback
structures and can only be approximated when implemented
with an FIR tap-delay line. Furthermore, our block DF receivers
do not suffer from catastrophic error propagation, because
errors do not carry on from block to block.
IV. FIR EQUALIZING WHEN IBI IS PRESENT
In Section III it was shown that to eliminate IBI, has to be
. Given the fact there are channels
chosen so that
where can be quite high (for example, in ADSL the channel
may have 100 taps), having redundant symbols may lead to a
substantial decrease in information rate, unless high values for
are assumed (which will lead however to longer decoding delays). This imposes an inherent tradeoff between longer blocks
(i.e., decoding delays) and information rate. One can dispense
with this tradeoff by using less than redundant symbols either through padding less than trailing zeros, or, by using a
cyclic prefix of length smaller than . Both cases however, will
lead to IBI which can be removed using a more complex receiver structure than that described in Section III. Hence, the
tradeoff “longer blocks versus information rate” can be replaced
by the tradeoff “small transmit-redundancy versus receiver complexity;” the latter does not possess only theoretical interest but
holds practical importance as well. For example, allowing for
IBI in OFDM systems reduces the required redundancy (that
is the length of cyclic prefix) in long channels. In Section IV,
we compare our block DF approach with recent approaches to
handling long channels in OFDM [15]. But first, let us describe
how IBI is removed using either a linear or a DFE receiver. As
in Section III, we assume here that CIR is available only at the
receiver. Section V with the blind channel estimation algorithms
dispenses with this assumption.
A. Linear Receiver
It was proved in [10] that if the receive filters are FIR of length
, then a linear ZF equalizing filterbank exists; a necessary
condition for the existence of such a filterbank is

. The decoded symbols are given by
. Matrices
denote the block equalizer’s taps, and

(25)
the nonzero part of
, a
upper triangular Toeplitz matrix with first row
, and
. As explained in [10],
denotes the delay of the equalizer, which can be optimized
with respect to the SNR of the received block (see also [1] and
[11]).

with

B. ZF-DFE
The ZF-DFE receiver of Section III-A can be modified so that
IBI is removed; we call the modified receiver ZF-IBI-DFE. The
is corkey observation stems from (5): if the estimate
from
, IBI is eliminated.
rect, then by removing
.
Then, the ZF-DFE of Section III-A can be used to retrieve
Under the assumption of correct past decisions, the noise whiteand
ness is preserved, because the noise
are uncorrelated. Fig. 4 depicts the receiver structure, which
consists of two parts. The first part is responsible for removing
to obtain
IBI from the received data
(26)
The second part of the receiver is identical to the ZF-DFE of
Section III-A. Hence, we have

(27)
where , are given by (15). We underline that our approach
is different from the one adopted in [15], where an one-tap DF
receiver is proposed for OFDM systems with no cyclic prefix. In
[15], IBI is removed from the received data as in (26), but then a
. This approach
linear MMSE block receiver is applied to
could be characterized as “hybrid,” because IBI is removed in a
DF fashion but the IBI-free data are equalized linearly.
The ZF-IBI-DFE receiver possesses three distinct advantages
over its linear counterpart. First, as it can be deduced from (25),
for perfect recovery of the transmitted symbols (in the absence
needs to be invertible. Different from
of noise), the matrix
imposes restrictions
the IBI-free case, the invertibility of
on the selection of the precoder matrix (see also [10]). On
the contrary, the ZF-IBI-DFE requires only the positive-def. Therefore, channels
initeness of the matrix
which cannot be equalized with a linear receive-filterbank
can be equalized as long as the matrix is chosen to be full
column rank. The second advantage of the ZF-IBI-DFE is that
at the input of the decision device
the noise component
is white; this implies that symbol-by-symbol detection (within
a block) is optimal. On the other hand, with the linear receiver
the noise at the input of the decision device is colored; hence,
symbol-by-symbol detection is suboptimal. Finally, the third
advantage of the ZF-IBI-DFE is computational efficiency:
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Fig. 4. Precoder, channel, and ZF-DFE when IBI is present.

whereas the linear receiver requires
FIR filters of length
, the ZF-IBI-DFE requires
FIR filters of length .
When compared to the ZF-DFE receiver of Section III-A, the
ZF-IBI-DFE is more sensitive to possible error-propagation, although it is not as sensitive as the serial DFE that may lead to catastrophic error propagation unless frequently re-initialized with
bandwidth-consuming training. This is because the decisions
taken on a block of data are used for recovering the next block.
However, as illustrated by the simulations of Section IV, the possible error-propagation does not have a catastrophic impact on
the performance of the ZF-IBI-DFE receiver, in the sense that it
still outperforms both its linear as well as its serial counterparts.

,
, where

, and

and

(29)
Then, it is proved in the Appendix that the feedforward filter is
given by

C. MMSE IBI-DFE Receiver
As explained in Section III-B, a receiver’s figure of merit
at the input of the decision device. We term
is the error
in the
the DFE receiver which minimizes the MSE
presence of IBI, as MMSE-IBI-DFE, and in this section we find
the corresponding feedforward and feedback filters.
Unfortunately in the presence of IBI the optimal DF receive
structure is IIR, and a closed-form solution can only be given in
the -domain (using, e.g., the techniques in [4] and [17]). To reduce the complexity of implementation and provide a tractable
closed-form solution, we study a three-block MMSE-IBI-DF
receiver.3 We start from the following observations: 1) the
, and
contain information about
received blocks
in (5); and 2) the received block
the transmitted block
contains information about the transmitted block
(note that
contains IBI from
). Our
three-block MMSE-IBI-DFE receiver utilizes the information
,
, and
for the recovery of
.
given by
As a result, in matrix form the feedforward and feedback filters
have the following form:

(28)
To derive the settings of the block MMSE DF receiver, we
introduce the vectors
and
. Under the assumption
and
that
, it can be verified that for
,
3Though suboptimal, our three-block receiver outperforms the ZF receivers
in almost all simulation examples of Section VI.

and the feedback filter is given by
and
where
matrix

,

are

submatrices of the

(30)
is given by the Cholesky decomposition
.
Concluding this section, we see that in the IBI case the receiver structure becomes more complicated than that in IBI-absent case. Still, our block DF receivers are given by closed-form
expressions and, thanks to our judicious design of the transmit
precoder, their existence is guaranteed regardless of the FIR
channel.

and

V. BLIND CIR ACQUISITION
In Sections III and IV, we saw that transmitter-induced redundancy can be used to mitigate (or eliminate completely) the
effects of IBI. In this section, we explore how transmit-redundancy can be used for channel estimation. As the receivers of
Sections III and IV depend on the knowledge of the precoder
and the channel matrices, accurate channel estimation plays an
important role in the BER and throughput performance of the
overall system.
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Blind channel estimation dispenses with transmission of
training sequences, which results in bandwidth savings. Moreover, in the case of fast time-varying channels, the ability to
blindly estimate the channel emancipates from the assumption
that the channel remains constant during transmission of the
training sequence and the subsequent information data. On
the other hand, in slow time-varying channels (for example,
slowly moving vehicles) channel estimates can be updated in
an adaptive fashion.
In this section, we utilize the blind channel estimation algorithms of [11] and [12] and apply them to our block FIR DFE
filterbanks at the receiver end. These algorithms require only
, do not
an upper bound on the order of the FIR channel
pose any restrictions on the FIR channel zeros and are robust
even when the channel order is overestimated. These features
make the aforementioned channel estimation methods suitable
not only for the blind linear filterbanks of [11] but also for
received
our block DFE filterbanks. The basic idea is that
data blocks are collected and from them we obtain the estimated channel vector . This vector is used to construct the
,
, which are used to define
estimated channel matrices
and under the ZFalong with our precoder the matrices
or MMSE-DFE criteria. Our goal is to evaluate the performance
of the channel estimation algorithms and study the impact of
possible errors on the BER performance of the overall system
(for a similar study on serial DFEs, see [2]). In this section, we
provide a brief description of the blind algorithms of [11] and
[12] and we defer the performance study for the simulations section.
and IBI is absent, the blind channel estiWhen
mation method can be summarized in the following steps.

s1.1 collect

blocks of data to form the matrix

s2.2 determine the eigenvectors
, which correspond to
and for each form the
the smallest eigenvalues of
with first column
Hankel matrix
and last row
s1.3 estimate the channel vector as the nontrivial solution of:
.

When
these steps:

, IBI is present and our algorithm follows

s2.1 collect
, to form the

..
.

blocks of data, with
matrix

..
.

:

s2.2 determine the eigenvectors
corresmallest eigenvalues of
sponding to the
, and for each form the
Hankel matrix
with first column
and last row
s2.3 estimate the channel vector as the nontrivial solution of:

The blind channel estimation algorithms will be used in our
block DFE receivers to render them self-recovering. A study
of how successful this endeavor is will be described in the following section.
VI. SIMULATION EXAMPLES
In the previous sections, we saw how transmit-induced redundancy: 1) facilitates the derivation of closed-form expressions for block DFE receivers which can be implemented exactly with FIR filterbanks; 2) guarantees channel invertibility
irrespective of channel nulls; 3) enables reduction of error propagation; and 4) allows for blind channel estimation. In this section, we present simulation results to verify our claims and illustrate the characteristics of our filterbank transceivers. In all
.
examples, the figure of merit is BER as a function of
The BER is calculated averaging over 700 Monte Carlo simulations assuming BPSK modulation.
A. Receiver Performance with no IBI
Example 1—Block MMSE-DFE Achieves Lowest BER: We
.
consider a zero-padded OFDM precoder with
Specifically,
,
for a known FIR channel
with zeros at
,
of order
. Fig. 5 depicts the BER performance as a
, where
. The
function of
input correlation matrix is
, and the additive
, and
.
noise is zero-mean white with
with trailing zeros; i.e.,
The precoder matrix is

From Fig. 5 we observe that the block DFE receivers outperform the linear receivers in both cases. As expected, as the SNR
increases, the performance improvement becomes more
evident.
Example 2—The Precoder Does Make a Difference: To
test whether the selection of a precoder matrix has an impact
on BER we have simulated the system of Example 1 using
three different precoders: the OFDM precoder of Example 1, a
, and the optimal ZF-precoder
Hadamard precoder
of [10]. The precoder
is given by the MATLAB function
concatenated with trailing zeros. The first
rows of
are given by
, where
,
are
obtained by eigendecomposing
(for the optimal precoder, the channel is assumed known
both to the receiver and the transmitter). Fig. 6 depicts BER
performance of the four receivers of Section III. These results
indicate that the precoder’s choice does make a difference. As
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Fig. 5.
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Receiver BER performance.

it can be deduced from the figures,
results in the best
BER performance4 and its performance for all four receivers
diagonalizes the channel (a
is identical. This is because
related observation was made in [19]).
B. Receiver Performance with IBI
Example 3—Transmitter-Induced Redundancy Improves
BER Performance: We use an FIR channel of order
with zeros at 1,
,
,
,
,
. We study the performance of the three receivers of
Section IV and of the “hybrid” receiver in [15], when
,
(which results in
) and
(which results in
). Fig. 7 depicts BER performance of the four receivers.
We observe that the linear receiver does not suffer from noticeable BER performance degradation when less redundancy is
used. However, the BER performance of block DFE receivers
is worse when a smaller number of trailing zeros is used.
Moreover, it is evident that the block MMSE-IBI-DFE receiver
yields the best BER performance. Note that in this example
we have used a TDMA-like precoder, which corresponds to
.
Example 4—Channel Equalization with Minimum Redundancy Precoders: We have tested the extreme case of
using
,
(the channel of Ex. Fig. 8 shows the performance of
ample 1) and
the four receivers. From the figure we deduce that still the
MMSE-IBI-DFE receiver has the best BER performance.
Although the ZF-IBI-DFE receiver has better performance than
4Note that the performance of the OFDM precoder can be improved by proper

power allocation across subchannels. Such a performance improvement is further testament to the role of the precoder matrix; design of the optimal transmit
precoder is beyond the scope of this paper.

its linear counterpart, the difference in performance is not as
noticeable as the one observed in Example 3.
C. Block DFEs with Blind Channel Estimates
Example 5—Blind Channel Estimation in the Absence of
IBI: To study the performance of our blind DFE algorithm,
we use the settings of Example 1, but now the channel matrix
is not known at the receiver end. The receiver estimates
the channel matrix
and using the estimate
defines
the receive filterbanks as explained in Section III (of course
the receiver knows the transmit precoder). Fig. 9 depicts the
performance of the four receivers. Even in the blind scenario,
the block DFE filterbanks exhibit better performance than their
linear counterparts; the block MMSE-DFE receiver shows the
best BER performance. Moreover, Fig. 9 indicates that in our
block approach to blind equalization, channel estimation errors
do not result in catastrophic errors in the DFE receivers. Contrary to serial DFE schemes, error propagation in block DFEs
is “limited” within a block. As expected, the BER performance
of all receivers is worse than that of the receivers in Example 1.
Example 6—Blind Channel Estimation in the Presence of Severe IBI: Similar to Example 5, we use the settings of Example
4. Fig. 10 depicts the performance of the three receivers. As in
Example 5, we observe that the DFE receivers perform better
than the linear receivers. By comparing Fig. 10 with Fig. 8, we
observe that, as expected, the BER performance is worse in the
.
blind scenario by approximately 5 dB at
D. Block MMSE-DF Receivers Versus Serial MMSE-DF
Receivers
As the previous examples motivated the block MMSE DF receivers as the best choice (with respect to BER), we compare
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Fig. 6. Receiver BER performance for different precoders.

Fig. 7. Redundancy improves performance.

them to the serial MMSE-DF receiver of [1] in the practical context of HIPERLAN/2. HIPERLAN/2 is a broadband communications standard operating over 20 MHz in the 5-GHz band. In

our study, we look at “Channel A” of [3], which models a typical
office environment as an FIR filter with Rayleigh fading statistics and delays in the range 0–390 ns with a spacing of 10 ns.
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Fig. 8.

Channel equalization with minimum possible transmit redundancy.

Fig. 9.

Blind channel estimation in the IBI-free case.

As 40 taps constitute a rather long channel, we have truncated
(by retaining 90% of its energy); note
the channel to
that the taps do not have equal average relative powers [3]. We
generated 50 such random HIPERLAN/2 channels and we averaged the corresponding BERs. For the serial MMSE DFE re-
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ceiver, the symbol-spaced feedforward filter has length , and
; both filters were calculated
the feedback filter has length
using (34) and (35) of [1]. The block transmission scheme uses
and the precoder matrix appends trailing zeros (TZs) at
the end of every input data block.
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Fig. 10.

Blind channel estimation under severe IBI.

Fig. 11.

Block transmission versus serial transmission.

Example 7—Block Transmission Improves BER Performance: Fig. 11 depicts BER performance of the IBI-free block
), the “partial” IBI DFE
MMSE receiver (
), the minimum redundancy
receiver (
), and the serial MMSE
block MMSE receiver (

receiver, when CIR is available at the receiver. We observe that
in the absence of IBI, the block MMSE-DF receiver clearly
outperforms the other receivers, at the expense of redundancy
(as the channel is fairly long). The minimum redundancy TZ
precoder/MMSE block DF receiver slightly outperforms the
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Fig. 12.
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Blind equalization versus trained equalization.

serial DF receiver. Moreover, it can be seen that as the amount
of redundancy decreases, so does the BER performance, which
validates our assertion that block transmission schemes result
in better BER performance than that of serial transmission
schemes.
Example 8—Blind DFE Outperforms Trained DFE: Fig. 12
depicts BER performance when the channel is not known to the
receiver (an upper bound on its order is assumed available). For
the block transmission schemes, the receiver uses the blind estimation algorithms of Section V. The serial MMSE receiver uses
training to acquire CIR: training amounts to sending a known
sequence and then estimating the channel using a least squares
approach. For a fair comparison, the length of the training se, because for the IBI-free case our blind estimaquence is
blocks, which corresponds to a
tion algorithm requires
symbols. We observe that the performance
redundancy of
of the serial DFE is almost identical to the performance of the
block DFE when the channel is known. With blind channel estimators the performance decreases, but block DFEs outperform the training-based serial DFE once the channel estimate
becomes reliable at moderate-high SNR values (greater than
14 dB).

and nonlinear decision-feedback receivers corresponding to
various forms of transmitter redundancy. The tradeoff between
transmitter redundancy and receiver complexity has also been
delineated. When the number of trailing zeros is equal to the
FIR channel order, IBI is obviated, the receiver structure is
simplified, and the best BER performance is achieved with DF
filterbanks. As the input redundancy decreases (as in OFDM
transmitters with insufficient cyclic prefix) the length of the
receive FIR filterbanks increases and performance degrades.
Using block channel estimation methods relying on redundant
filterbank precoders enables a framework where the DFE
filterbank acquires channel information blindly and adjusts its
FIR filters accordingly.
A number of future research topics lies ahead of us: multiuser/multichannel extensions, improvement of the channel
estimation methods by decision-directed adaptive algorithms,
joint optimization of transmitter and DFE-receiver filterbanks,
and quantitative analysis of the BER and throughput performance of our system (along the lines of, e.g., [7] and [13]).
APPENDIX
Derivation of MMSE-IBI-DFE Settings

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
In block transmission systems, transmitter-induced redundancy using FIR filterbanks provides us with degrees of
freedom which can be exploited to achieve blind channel
estimation and block DF equalization with FIR filterbanks.
The receiver structure and the corresponding BER performance
depend critically on the selection of the transmitter precoder.
We have derived closed-form solutions for the block FIR linear

should be equal to
so that sucNote that in (28)
cessive cancellation is possible (when decisions are made about
, only
and part of
are available). However, as
will yield
it will be shown later on, minimization of
.
vector
By introducing the
, the
vectors
,
, the
matrix
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(35)

, and the
matrix
, we can write (under the assumption of correct

Using (34) and the matrix inversion lemma, we obtain the
matrix
as

past decisions)

Now

(31)
Note that (31) corresponds to (18). Working as in
, where
Section III-B-2, we obtain:
, and
. Then
(31) yields

(32)
by seOur objective is to minimize
lecting properly the matrix , under the constraint that
is upper triangular with unit diagonal. To do this, as
. As in Section III-B-2
(32) indicates, we need to calculate
.
[cf. (23)], we obtain
,
, and
Now we need to look at the precise form of
. Using (5), we obtain

tain:

consider

the

Cholesky

decomposition

, where
is upper triangular with unit diagonal, and
is diagonal with positive entries. Then, we ob, and (32) becomes

To minimize
, we observe that it is a quadratic form
; thus, we need to nullify as many entries of
of
as possible, under the constraint that
is
upper triangular with unit diagonal. To accomplish this, we exin terms of the submatrices
(
)
press
in (30) as in (35), shown at the top of the page. Note
of
is full rank.
that the inverse submatrices exist because
By setting
and
we obtain
, which leads
, where
,
to
,
,
are
diagonal matrices. Therefore,
and
.
the minimum MSE is
is diagonal, which implies that the
Observe that
has whitened the noise and rendered
feedforward filter
are
symbol-by-symbol detection optimal. The settings of
.
given by
The feedforward (feedback) filterbank consists of ( ) FIR
(
) of length
(
).
filters
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